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Facts about Russia 

 The very beginning of Russia was the Slavs of 
the East 

 the East Slavs were a group of people called a 
tribe and this was a group of people who beat 
people with bats and other miscellaneous items.

 after this they evolved into the Belarusian 
people.



Weird facts about russia

 Russia has a rule on how many flowers to give to women.
 They also have a rule about even or odds you always give odds to the 

women and the even number amount is for funerals.
 They also have a rule about how to drink a bottle of vodka.



Things about Russian culture

 The Russians culture is actually a lot like a lot of others they havens they 
do differently but it is still a 3rd world country and that means that they have 
high mortality rates especially infant mortality rates.

 They have very bright colors in Russia such as the Basils Cathedral in 
Moscow.

 In fact they have such bright colors they even decided that they needed to 
paint the dash on the flight deck of their aircrafts turquoise.



Things people didn’t know about 
Russian culture 

 Apparently The culture of the ethnic Russians, along with the cultures of 
many other minority ethnic groups in the country—has a long tradition of 
achievement in many fields



Things about Russian celebrations 

 In the Russian holiday equal to Christmas is on January 7th and it is and 
some ways the celebrate is Many Russians attend a Christmas mass on 
Christmas Eve . After dark, once the fast is broken, families sit down for a 
celebration meal. Traditionally, various pickled items are served, including 
gherkins, pickled mushrooms, sauerkraut, and pickled apples.



Other Russian holidays include 

 2 Russia days 
 Victory day 
 Russian new year 
 Eastern Orthodox Christmas 
 Russian Christmas and more


